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Address SEVES Zigong Sediver 
162 Hutou St. 
Gonjing, Zigong 
643001 Sichuan  

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Insulators 
A wide range of glass or composite, rigid and suspended insulators for medium, high and very high voltage power transmission systems.

Accessories for suspension and tension insulator strings and conductor hardware and medium and high voltage lightning surge arresters.

Glass blocks 
Glass blocks in the Pegasus Vetroarredo superior quality version for furnishing and luxury decoration, offering an extraordinary and extremely wide
range of colours, etched glass patterns, designs and formats, and are also available in customised form.

Excellent quality Weck and Vidromatone glass blocks.

Traditional and high quality glass blocks for the building industry by Vitrablok, Vitrolux and Sindoco.

Lighting glass and Special glass 
High-quality pressed and blown glass for lighting purposes, manufactured using semi-automated and automated processes.
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